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CREATE A BARRIER TO ENTRY 

It’s ruthless out there! In the competitive world of studio business, what 

is setting you apart from the studio down the road? How are you 

promoting your studio in a way that shows you are the BEST choice in 

town? 

 

It’s called a barrier to entry - something that your competition can’t 

compete with you on. Too often, when I work with Studio Owners, they 

tell me something absolutely magnificent about themselves and their 

studio - that’s such an advantage, but they never promote it! You’d 

never know unless you asked the direct question! 

 

We need to bring out your best, to show the world your exceptional 

skills and unabashedly share your talents so that more students will have 

the opportunity to benefit from them! You can’t help anyone by hiding 

in a corner! 

 

So let’s think for a moment about what is going to make a parent choose 

your studio over your competitors. Ask yourself these six questions: 

 

Why should a parent choose my studio over [insert competitor here]? 

 

 

 

What credentials/classes/opportunities do my competitors have that 

could make them more appealing to a customer? 
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Am I comfortable talking about my personal strengths as a teacher and 

the advantages of my studio?  

 

 

 

What feedback have I received that indicates why students leave my 

studio for another studio? How can I rectify this? 

 

 

 

What sets my studio apart? Eg specialist classes/ expert tuition / 

community / level of support for students / performance opportunities 

/ winning track record / number of success stories... 

 

 

 

What have been the things people have said to you why YOUR STUDIO 

is the best place in town to learn? 

 

 

 

Am I heavily promoting these points of difference in my marketing 

materials? 
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